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Abstract—One open challenge in the edge computing paradigm lies in the uncertain data integrity and fidelity on edge nodes and end devices, e.g., sensors and controllers. This paper proposes a cooperative consensus protocol across edge nodes and end devices, namely DEAN, to prevent data manipulation and falsification under resource constraints of limited storage, computing, and network capacity. Specifically, DEAN leverages an in-memory blockchain with an inexpensive proof-of-work mechanism, effectively achieving low resource consumption on edge nodes and end devices. Preliminary experiments show that DEAN exhibits high resilience to arbitrary failures and outperforms the state-of-the-art blockchain systems in terms of transaction throughput.

I. INTRODUCTION

Edge computing offers an efficient means to process collected data (e.g., from sensors, controllers, and other end devices) at nearby edge nodes as opposed to transferring data back to remote data centers. Edge computing saves the network traffic and improves application performance, particularly for those latency-sensitive scenarios such as virtual reality [1]; yet, edge computing brings several new technical challenges, including security and privacy concerns with edge nodes and sensors [2], [3]. The root cause of these new concerns lies in the fact that most security techniques used in data centers and cloud computing [4] are hardly directly applicable to the edge nodes and sensors due to the various resource constraints on the edge device side in terms of CPU, memory, storage, network, and power. Notably, several notorious incidents [5], [6] were already reported regarding security concerns over edge computing.

This paper focuses on addressing the concerns that break data integrity and trustworthiness of edge devices. Specifically, encryption (e.g., hashing, salting, digital signature, etc.) can be used as a common way to ensure data integrity in cloud computing. However, the high requirement of computational capability makes it unfeasible in an edge computing environment. The blockchain-based approach has instead been explored as a more reliable solution to deliver integrity, as blockchain promises 51% nodes will remain fault-tolerant even with transparency and anonymity [7]. However, due to the excessive message passing overhead, the high computational power requirement, and full replication across nodes, the existing blockchain mechanisms are not directly applicable to the edge computing ecosystem.

Several orthogonal approaches have been proposed to guarantee security in edge computing, but with the focus only on application security. Leakscope [8] helps to identify the potential data leakage vulnerabilities from mobile apps. IoTGUARD [9] protects users from unsafe and insecure device states by monitoring the behavior of IoT and trigger-action platform apps. IoTMon [10] includes an assessment of the safety risk of each discovered inter-app interaction chain based on its physical influence. Ifttt [11] has proposed a framework for information flow tracking in IoT applications. None of these techniques are modeled to support the blockchain-like yet lightweight solution that could guarantee the fault-tolerance of data.

We propose a unique blockchain-like solution crafted with a light-weight consensus protocol that makes the blockchain technique fully applicable to the edge ecosystem under extreme resource constraints. We leverage the constrained resources in edge computing based on two steps. First, to address the pressure on limited memory, the edge sensors keep only the recent blocks while the edge nodes keep the full replica\textsuperscript{1}. The sensors can always update the memory with the latest blocks from the connected edge nodes whenever it is necessary. Second, to minimize the requirement for computational power, and massive communication overhead, the block validation process is mainly controlled by the interconnected edge nodes, while the sensors participate only when more than 50% edge nodes are compromised, but with an especially designed lightweight proof-of-work consensus mechanism.

II. MODELS AND ASSUMPTIONS

We consider the worst case in which an internal adversary has got authenticated to either an edge node or edge sensor. With the authorized access to the edge devices, the attacker may attempt to alter or modify a transaction record, commit a false transaction (i.e., fraud), perform a denial-of-service attack on other users through an artificial escalation of security level, or even send unauthenticated messages. To be more specific, we are interested to see if the internal adversary can compromise data in 51% edge devices powered by the proposed mechanism.

We make the following assumptions in regards to the proposed mechanism. The edge nodes have enough resources (e.g., storage, computational power, and network bandwidth), while edge sensors have the resource constraints. We also consider that edge sensors will work with the minimum resources (e.g., small memory or low battery powered). Besides, the

\begin{footnote}{In our architecture, \textit{edge nodes} refer to the computing nodes that do not suffer from resource constraints, and are nearest to the \textit{edge sensors}. DEAN is located between edge sensors and edge nodes.}

\end{footnote}
hashing mechanism (e.g., SHA256) is cryptographically secure and computationally irreversible.

III. PROPOSED APPROACH

We have designed an energy-efficient consensus protocol, namely DEAN: Decentralized-Edge Autonomous Network. DEAN leverages the idea of in-memory blockchain [12], but with different approaches specially designed for edge computing. It exhibits two key technical novelties compared to the traditional edge computing model and the mainstream blockchain systems.

DEAN employs a unique persistence protocol tailored to support the limited storage capacity of edge computing infrastructure. One of the biggest challenges lies in difficulty in implementing a blockchain-like secured system in the edge ecosystem as the edge devices contain limited persistent storage. Our protocol overcomes this barrier in two ways. First, the protocol persists the entire blockchain in the edge nodes that usually consist of larger storage. Second, only recent blocks are queued in the edge sensors, which helps with in-memory computation by avoiding unnecessary communication.

DEAN is crafted with a two-stage consensus protocol to support the edge infrastructure backed by constrained resources (e.g., limited bandwidth, low computational power). First, the edge nodes take over the control of the block validation process to impose less (communication and computation) burden on the sensors. If at least 51% of edge nodes succeed with the validation, the block is then stored both in the edge nodes and the sensors. Second, if more than 50% of edge nodes fail, only then the sensors participate in the validation process to reach the maximum consensus but with a light-weight proof-of-work (i.e., PoW), as the sensors can communicate through the inter-connected edge nodes.

The benefit of the new protocol is two-fold. First, we can achieve blockchain-like fault-tolerance across the edge network, as it (i.e., DEAN) requires minimum support (e.g., limited memory and computational power) from the edge sensors. Hence, DEAN can successfully be applied to the present edge ecosystem. Second, the sensors can continue the block validation process with the available blocks in memory. They can always pull the new blocks from edge nodes in case of any failure (e.g., hardware failure or block unavailability). Hence DEAN reduces massive unnecessary communications.

IV. PRELIMINARY RESULTS

Test Bed. DEAN prototype is implemented with JAVA and is deployed to a Mac workstation with Intel Core-i7 4.2 GHz CPUs along with 32 GB 2400 MHz DDR4 memory. The network latency between edge and sensor nodes is set to 95 milliseconds; among the edge nodes, the latency is set to 150 milliseconds. The ratio between edge and sensor nodes is set to 1:3 by default, i.e., $\frac{|S|}{|M|} = 3$.

Workloads. The main workload under evaluation is comprised of 2.8 million queries, same as YCSB [13], which is similar to funds transfer between bank accounts. YCSB is widely adopted in measuring the performance of blockchain systems (e.g., BlockBench [14]).

Results. We evaluated the DEAN prototype from two perspectives: resilience and throughput. First, we measure the resilience of DEAN on 100 nodes, and experiments show that more than 60% nodes hold valid blockchains in all of the 15 executions. Note that, by definition, a consensus is reached by having more than 50% of nodes holding valid blockchains. We report the throughput of the DEAN-based blockchain system prototype and compare its performance to other leading blockchain systems: Ethereum [15], Parity [16] and Hyperledger [17]. We measured the performance of DEAN on up to 32 nodes (the ratio of edge and sensor nodes is 1:3) over five minutes, where each sensor node issues up to 10,000 queries per second, and each block contains 14 transactions. DEAN outperforms the state-of-the-art and provides up to $88.8 \times$, $16.6 \times$, and $6.7 \times$ more throughput compared to Parity, Ethereum, and Hyperledger, respectively.
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Abstract
This work proposes a cooperative protocol, namely DEAN, across edge nodes and end devices to prevent data manipulation under resource constraints of limited storage, computing, and network capacity. Specifically, DEAN leverages an in-memory blockchain with an inexpensive proof-of-work consensus mechanism, effectively achieving low resource consumption on edge nodes and end devices. Preliminary results show that the system prototype exhibits high resilience to arbitrary failures—up to 50% of nodes being invalid. Performance-wise, DEAN-based blockchain implementation outperforms the state-of-the-art blockchain systems.

Motivation
1. Loosely coupled heterogeneous edge participants.
2. Vulnerable system infrastructure.
3. Extreme security mechanism cannot be applied on the edge devices.
5. In-memory computation.
6. Implemented a blockchain simulator for edge computing.

State-of-the-Art
- Permissioned blockchains: Hyperledger [1].
- Public blockchains: Ethereum [2], Parity [3].
- In-memory blockchains: IMB [4].
- Edge computing solutions: Leakscope [5], Iotguard [6], and IoTmon [7].

Open Challenges
1. Constrained resources:
   • Battery powered.
   • Limited persistent storage.
   • Limited network bandwidth.
2. Existing blockchain mechanisms are costly:
   • Extreme computational resources.
   • Large persistent storage.
   • Massive communication.

Proposed Approach
1. Goal: Efficiency and security within constrained resources.
2. Developed a blockchain-like mechanism.
3. Crafted for edge devices
   • Two stages of PoW:
     - First: Edge nodes.
     - Second: Edge sensors.
   • Work under constrained resources.

DEAN’s Workflow
- Support limited persistent space.
- Ameliorate the storage pressure on the end devices.
- Cost effective PoW (proof-of-work).
- In-memory computation.
- Implemented a blockchain simulator for edge computing.
- Equipped with a full stack of blockchain system:
  • De-centralized in-memory protocols.
  • Large numbers of participating nodes.
  • SHA256: Security guarantee.
  • Distributed network queues.

Preliminary Results
DEAN guarantees that more than 50% of nodes hold valid blockchains.
- Scale: 100 nodes.
- Experiments: 15 times.
- 50% nodes hold valid blockchains.
- Reminder: A blockchain works correctly if 51% of nodes hold valid blockchains.
- Important phenomenon: 40% hold 100% correct blockchain.

Conclusion
- DEAN protocol serves high data fidelity under constrained resources.
- DEAN is partly enlightened by blockchains.
- Protocol safety is experimentally verified.
- Exhibits significant reliability and throughput on up to 100 nodes.

Future Work
1. Evaluate DEAN at larger scales.
2. Investigate the other aspects: latency, scalability, and staleness of blocks etc.
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